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Cover Story

HOW TO BUY

A HOUSE
FOR THE FIRST TIME
Home owning is one of the more pivotal decisions you will make in life. It’s no laughing matter as the step will cost you up
to 30 years in installment payments. The commitment is for ¾ of your life and not one you will make lightly. So as much
as you’d love to put your name above the bell in your chosen residence, ask yourself if you are truly ready to make this
commitment. Here are four tell-tale signs that you’re ready to sign that mortgage.
1: You’ve saved some amount for downpayment

3: You understand mortgage bank-speak

It doesn’t matter that banks are now offering 100% loans
for eligible borrowers; if you saved up even as little as
RM5000, it means you’re serious about a new home.
Whether you use the sum to pay down the mortgage or to
pay lawyer and transfer fees (which you will have to pay!),
having the discipline to save the money means you’ve not
just thought of and lusted over having your home: you’ve
walked the talk to save for it. You may have even endured
some genuinely trying times to save this amount and that
means you know what a financial burden your own home
can be – and you’re willing to be uncomfortable to get it.

Finding the right mortgage isn’t as simple as walking into
the first bank you see. There are flexi loans; standard
loans; Islamic loans; loans based on BLR and those not
based on BLR. What is a newbie to do? Well, start
researching! There is a wealth of resources online on
buying your first home. Look through your home loan
options based on what you can afford and find the best
loan with the most competitive interest rate. Always
remember, this is a loan you will be servicing for a good
20 years or more, so you want to make the best decision
possible. If you don’t know anything about home loans
and aren’t interested to find out thinking it’s the kind of
thing that works itself out: you’re not ready for a home!

2: You understand the financial obligation

4: It’s something you really want

Owning a home isn’t just a matter of repaying the loan
amount. There is the added responsibility of electricity,
water and other bills to foot. Not to mention the sudden
need for repair of a leaky faucet, broken pipe or worse;
a broken down washing machine. These things can
happen and they do. You will need to be financially
ready for it!

This sounds simple but you will be surprised how
many people buy homes for the wrong reasons. It
could be to escape parental pressures; to appear welloff and successful to friends or even simply because
they’ve been told it’s the next step in life. None of
these are good enough reasons to buy a home and will
surely lead you to regret. Instead, examine your
lifestyle and be sure this is something you really, really
want.

By Ringgit Plus
Source : https://ringgitplus.com/en/blog/Home-Loans/How-to-buy-a-house-for-the-first-time.html
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UPCLOSE

and personal
WITH DR. LEE VILLE

DIRECTOR OF NBG

1. As Director, what are your principles in leading the company to achieve its current stellar
performance?
I believe innovation is immensely important in any industry in order for the company and staff to continuously
improve and thrive. It's also important for the company to involve everyone when it comes to decision-making
where I normally get everyone's feedbacks and ideas .It's obviously easy to tell the managers what to do and get
the task/project completed. However, it's a completely different scenario if you ask them for ideas and opinions
where we can incorporate them into an execution plan. With that, everyone could grow together, be part of the
process and feel their personal contribution and involvement in spearheading the company's growth formulated
by everyone involved.
2. A medical practitioner by profession, how did you get involved in the real estate industry and
what was it that drove you towards it?
I've always been exposed to real estate growing up as my family has been involved in this industry ever since I was
born. Upon completing my housemanship in Penang Hospital, I was at the crossroad of deciding what is next for
my life. At that time, I saw a great opportunity in the real estate industry and decided to venture into my family
business. Moreover, I've also wanted to have a change in my career. I believe it was the perfect time for me to
make such a decision because at that point of time, my father also wanted to scale back on his workload. Hence, I
gave myself a year to be accustomed to the industry before deciding that it was meant for me and here I'm being
10 years in the real estate sphere.
3. What was your memorable event in your professional career?
In terms of development, the day that I remember vividly in my career involved our Preston Oaks project, first
day of pilling works. That's the foundation for the project and it marks the beginning of my foray into developing
the land. It's memorable in the sense that there's the various stages revolving around development. This involves
buying the land, going through the design with architect, submission of plans and getting necessary approval from
the authorities and the tender makes it a long tedious process which takes 2-3 years. Thus, to ultimately see the
first piles go in after the whole lengthy process from land, design, approval and finally construction is relatively
significant to me. It's great seeing ideas on a plan come to fruition and turning a piece of vacant land into the
building of your design.This basically sums up my memorable event in the milestone of my professional career.
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4. You were involved in REHDA Youth Penang and ERA Malaysia, what made you want to establish
these?
Being a committee member in REHDA Penang, at times we attend the Rehda National Council meeting, this is
where I met the founder of Rehda Youth, Sam and Kim Meng. They shared with me the mission and vision for
Rehda Youth and asked if I was interested to initiate the Penang chapter. The existence of Rehda Youth is
basically to build the next generation of developers and assist each other in the similar industry as well as grow
together. I saw the need for it as REHDA Youth was not available in Penang when I first delved into the industry
and a lot of it relied on learning on your own. It was a steeper learning curve at the time, but having a group of
light-minded people together, we could learn, grow together faster and now help elevate our industry.
As for ERA Malaysia, when I first embarked on the real estate industry back in 2004, I saw a lot of room for
growth concerning the professional aspect. Coincidentally, Era happens to be an international brand which
provides international training to help alleviate our profession. They have a large presence in the Asia Pacific
region being number 1 in Singapore and Indonesia. Hence, I went to speak to the perpetrators of Era in US and
Singapore as I felt they had the right system and best suited us after much discussion and collaboration, we started
Era Malaysia in 2007.
5. What are your plans and goals for the group in the near future?
With the current group being so diversified and involved in property development, property management, real
estate agency and car rental tour business, we are looking into the next area of business which is asset
management. It's about owning a property, managing it and getting rental return from it instead of merely develop
and sell. We are not selling our asset where we can get good returns from managing it. From there, we are
diversifying into commercial suite with hospitality and hotel. There will be steady income if managed well on an
annual basis.
On the other hand, we also hope to build more affordable homes with green features. Frankly speaking, green
projects are expensive, but how to make it less expensive is through the early stage which is design. All projects
have to go through the similar process, nevertheless with proper orientation and appropriate design we are able to
provide customers with the green features. And they can enjoy the similar green features without bearing the
additional cost. Hence those are the areas we are going for in the future which involve developing more affordable
green homes and asset management. In our neighbouring countries, they are already doing it, so why not us.
Moreover as we are looking to grow further, we are more focused on our development section. That's why we are
going into asset management in line with our upcoming projects, the two commercial suites namely NB Two (on
mainland) and NB Place (on penang island) of 88 units each. In regards to that, we might need to expand the team
in terms of manpower to manage the commercial suites and flashpacker hotel (an affordable blend between
backpacker and budget hotel for the budgeted travelers). The growth of the team is closely related to our business.
Of course, we have to recruit the right people to be involved in the new team.
6. The company is taking on a new direction to develop eco-friendly homes. Why is going green
important?
While it might seem like a good branding and selling point to develop eco-friendly houses/ green homes, the fact is
most consumers are currently not even asking for it. It doesn't make any difference to whether it's green or not. We
simply want to be responsible developer who strongly believes in sustainable development and going green for the
future generations. Globally resources are becoming more scarce and the development industry is one of the
biggest consumers of natural resources. Therefore, it is what our company can contribute in our bid to reduce that.
We are basically doing it for a sustainable and green future generation. Hopefully through our efforts, we are able
to influence more people to go into the same direction as us. The consumers in return, will see for themselves that
a green house is not only good in terms of being sustainable development, but on the long run it will also be a
more comfortable home, cooler and at the same time consume less resources/energy.
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NB tropics

Preston Oaks unveiled ...

After a long wait, the construction of Preston Oaks is finally complete - an eco-friendly and sustainable threestorey bungalow consisting of only 4 exclusive units for the deserving few. Located strategically in the prime
estate of Jalan Lim Mah Chye, the project has incorporated various sustainable products and green features into
the development such as recycled wood, rain water harvesting, solar panels, low voc paint, house orientation
and high ceilings.
All units will also come with air-conditioner, all ground floor outdoor light fittings, solar hot water heater,
clothes drying rack, refrigerator, underground rainwater harvesting system, recycling bins, bicycle rack, waste
disposal bin, composer bin with bio bin and washing machine.

The green home is designed to foster family interaction. Every bungalow has an open concept on the ground floor where
the kitchen is viewed as the centre of the family activity – providing direct view of the dining and living rooms from the
kitchen.
The property also includes modern design landscape surrounding the courtyard and rooftop garden with carefully
selected trees to provide shading and requires less watering. The built-up of the project starts from 6634 sq ft – 7221 sq ft
while land area ranges from 6,233 sq ft – 6,847 sq ft. Set to be the first project from Penang to be accredited with Gold
Award Mark by BCA Green Mark from Ministry of National Development (Singapore), the selling price starts from
RM6 million per unit.
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from the HR

The success of a company relies largely on having highly-motivated employees who are productive and creative. It's
crucial to understand the link between motivation and performance in discovering what motivates employees. New Bob
always believes in the importance of motivational training to improve employees' efficiency and motivation in gaining
job productivity and satisfaction . Hence, a full day motivational training entitled, “Motivation for Higher Productivity:
Positive Thinking in The Workplace” was recently carried out on 31st May 2014 (Saturday) from 9am- 5.30pm at New
Bob Centre. The training was conducted by an experienced enthusiastic speaker cum trainer, Mr Michael Xavier.
A total of 40 employees took part in the exciting motivational training. Participants were divided into 4 different groups
namely Athena, Vivid, Possible, and Fantastic 8. The topics of the training revolve around four main modules:
Module 1: Introduction to motivation
2: Personal belief system
3: Physiology of a highly motivated person
4: Thoughts into action
Apart from the discussion on the interesting topics, participants were also involved in various engaging group activities
where each group was awarded with points to determine the final winner. Participants were exposed to useful points such
as the importance of using positive words and positive actions such as correct posture, handshake and eye contact at work.
In addition, the trainer also explained in detailed the true meaning of beliefs as well as an exposure on emotional
intelligence that encompasses self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy and social skills. It was undeniably a
successful training as everyone had heaps of fun participating in the activities, and paid full attention to the trainer.
Congrats to team Vivid for emerging as the champion!
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NB Rent-A-Car & Tours

3D2N SINGAPORE
AMAZING WOW PACKAGES

* Includes HOTEL + CITY + AIRPORT transfer + TOURS
(Alive Museum, Universal Studios, S.E.A Aquarium)
* List of HOTELS - YMCA, V Hotel, Hotel 101, Fragrance
Ruby, Summer View, Hotel Royal, Peninsula, Park Royal
Kitchener, Parc Sovereign
* Terms & Conditions Apply

Check Out Our Promotions Today!
New Bob Rent-A-Car & Tours
T: 04 229 1111 (Ext 172) F: 04 229 7777
E: Bobcar@bobcar.com.my
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Durian Runtuh
- Top 5 of Penang’s Best-

The KING of all fruits - a tropical indulgence craved by both locals and foreigners.
During this Durian Feast season, watch out for thse top great durians!
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Cheh Poay (Green Skin Durian)
The shape of Cheh Poay is similar to a small
cantaloupe. It's name “green skin” is derived
from its naturally bright green skin. Cheh
Poay has creamy yellowish white flesh that is
rich, sweet, and tasty but slightly dry and hard.
Outlook: Bright green thorns
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Penang D24
D24 is no longer stranger to durian-lovers. With the
shape of a beautiful heart, this type of durian is soft
and creamy in texture, strongly-flavored and comes
with deliciously bittersweet and creamy taste too.It;s
also slightly dry with thick creamy flesh.
Outlook: Homegenous green, clustered thorns, thorns
grow near the stem, invisible seams, short stem

NBSRC

Island Getaway

Koh Lipe, Thailand

16th May 2014 marks the beginning of our
company's first overseas trip to Koh Lipe, Thailand.
The 3 days 2 nights trip was participated by over 50
people including employees' family members and
friends alike. Known as the Maldives of Thailand,
Koh Lipe is a beautiful tranquil tiny island located
close to South West Thailand. We started our
unforgettable journey to the island as early as
5.30am from New Bob Centre.
To get to the Pakpara pier, we spent approximately
5 hours on the bus. Upon arrival at the Pakpara pier,
we were transferred via speedboat and longtail boat
to the idyllic island of Koh Lipe. The speedboat
ride took approximately 2 hours, navigating through
crystal clear blue sea, and followed by a 5 minute
longtail boat ride. Upon arrival, we were
transported to our resort - Bundhaya Resort by the
local motor-taxi, a mere 5 minutes ride.
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Koh Lipe is a heaven for sports activities where they offer visitors snorkelling, kayaking and fishing. Many shops offer
snorkeling gears for rent at affordable rates across the island. A holiday in Koh Lipe is never complete without island
hopping where we stopped at 4 nearby islands to explore, snorkel, and relax on the beach. From the white sandy beaches
to the crystal clear seawater, we were literally surrounded and got captivated by the natural beauty of the underwater sea
life while we were snorkelling.
Apart from island hopping, we were also treated to a full body massage, and foot massage which are optional. We had our
final photography session at the resort before heading back to our dear motherland, Malaysia. Well done to the committee
of New Bob Sports and Recreational Club (NBSRC) for organizing such a successful mind-blowing company trip.
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